FK 1000 P / FK89 Yellow Wax
Release agent

Description

FK 1000 P / FK89 is an external release agent presented as a semi hard paste. It has been formulated in order to reduce the application and buffing time of the mould.
It has been specially designed for polyester, epoxy, acrylic and polyurethane resins
Apply 4-5 coats in a new mould. Buff and wait 30mn before moulding.
Following a good preparation and few mould release, only one application of the FK 1000P / FK89 is necessary for the maintenance of the mould.
It is easily buff and gives a nice shiny finish.

Physical properties

- Nature solvent wax
- Aspect yellow paste
- Density at 20°C 0,81
- Flashpoint 41°C
- Max temperature 200°C
- Life span 1 year, in closed container

Application

1. Clean the mould with Cirex Si019 or any efficient cleaner
2. Apply 4-5 coats of FK1000P, wait 30min at 20°C between coats
3. Buff each coat after 5mn
4. Mould minimum after 2 hours
5. On a new mould, after the first release, apply again 1 coat of FK 1000P / FK89 and polish. This will allow you to have few releases
6. Clean the mould again when needed
7. Can be used up to 200°C maximum

Safety points

Use the normal precautions that apply to the handling of organic solvents:
- do not smoke
- do not use next to a naked flame
- allow for good ventilation

Packaging

Comes in packaging of 12 boxes of 426gr

LEGAL NOTES: SICOMIN reserves the right to change the properties of its products. All technical data stated in this Product Data Sheet are based on laboratory tests. Actual measured data and tolerance may vary due to circumstances beyond our control. No warranties of any kind are made except that the materials supplied are of standard quality. All risk and liabilities arising from handling, storage and use of products, as well as compliance with applicable legal restrictions, rests with the user.

MENTIONS LÉGALES : SICOMIN se réserve le droit de modifier les propriétés du produit. Toutes les caractéristiques spécifiées dans cette Fiche technique sont basées sur des tests de laboratoire. Les mesures et leurs tolérances effectives peuvent varier pour différentes raisons. SICOMIN ne donne aucune garantie de quelque nature que ce soit si ce n’est que les matériaux fournis sont de qualité standard. Tous les risques et responsabilités découlant de la manutention, le stockage et l'utilisation des produits, ainsi que le respect des restrictions légales applicables, incombe à l'utilisateur.